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In each round of a Swiss-system tournament, players of similar score are paired against each other. An
intentional early loss therefore might lead to weaker opponents in later rounds and thus to a better final
tournament result—a phenomenon known as the Swiss Gambit. To the best of our knowledge it is an open
question whether this strategy can actually work.

This paper provides answers based on an empirical agent-based analysis for the most prominent application
area of the Swiss-system format, namely chess tournaments. We simulate realistic tournaments by employing
the official FIDE pairing system for computing the player pairings in each round. We show that even though
gambits are widely possible in Swiss-system chess tournaments, profiting from them requires a high degree of
predictability of match results. Moreover, even if a Swiss Gambit succeeds, the obtained improvement in the
final ranking is limited. Our experiments prove that counting on a Swiss Gambit is indeed a lot more of a
risky gambit than a reliable strategy to improve the final rank.

1 INTRODUCTION
At sports tournaments, players and teams are usually expected to give their best in each game
they play. However, they might withhold effort for strategic reasons: for example, a team might
let weaker team members play a match they would probably lose anyway, so their strong team
members are well rested when playing a more important match. A considerably more obscure
scenario happened at the Olympic Games 2012: two badminton teams were both trying to lose
a group-stage match, because the loser would meet a weaker team at the upcoming elimination
match [Greene, 2012].

1.1 Gaming the Swiss System
The Swiss-system tournament format is widely used in competitive games like most e-sports,
badminton, and chess, the last of which this paper focuses on. In such tournaments, the number of
rounds is predefined, while the pairing of players in each of these rounds depends on the results of
previous rounds. In each round, players of similar score are paired against each other. Therefore, a
weaker performance generally leads to weaker opponents.

These rules provide an incentive to intentionally draw or even lose a match early in a tournament
to subsequently play against weaker opponents and finish the tournament at a better rank than if that
earlymatchwould have beenwon. This strategicmove is colloquially called a Swiss Gambit, referring
to a gambit in chess, which means sacrificing a piece in order to gain an advantage [Wikipedia,
2019]. However, even though some observations based on intuition or minimalistic simulations,
such as “this strategy [. . . ] is just as likely to backfire as succeed” [Eade, 2016] has been made, to
the best of our knowledge, no research study has been conducted on the Swiss Gambit, despite
the fact that it is well-known among competitive chess players [3D21, 2021, Eade, 2016, Guardian,
2021], and the lack of “serious research” has been pointed out in their online discussions [Quora,
2021, Reddit, 2021, StackExchange, 2021].
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Intentionally losing a match to gain an advantage in a tournament is a highly controversial
strategy, which is generally considered unethical or even cheating. In 2019, the five-time ex-world
champion Vishy Anand has been tagged by punters, pundits, and commentators alike as having
“played the gambit”, when staging a remarkable recovery following his shock opening-round upset
result at the Grand Swiss tournament on the Isle of Man [Henderson, 2021].

1.2 Related Literature
The Swiss system regularly evokes interest in the AI and Economics communities [Bao et al., 2018,
Führlich et al., 2022, Hartanto et al., 2016, Li, Miao and Goossens, Dries, 2022, Sziklai et al., 2022,
Van Hecke, 2013]. The works of Csató [2013, 2017, 2021] study the ranking quality of real-world
Swiss-system tournaments, in particular, whether a fairer ranking could have been obtained by
different scoring rules. The importance of winning or losing compared to drawing a lot of games
was highlighted by Billings [2006]. Computing player pairings at Swiss-system chess tournaments
is also a popular topic. Automated matching approaches are proposed by Glickman and Jensen
[2005], while Kujansuu et al. [1999] use the stable roommates problem, see [Irving, 1985], to model
a Swiss-system tournament pairing decision. Ólafsson [1990] and Biró et al. [2017] attempt to
implement the official FIDE criteria as accurately as possible. Führlich et al. [2022] propose a new
approach to derive fair pairings at tournaments and they analyze the obtained ranking quality.

Sports tournaments are by far not the only application area of the Swiss system. Self-organizing
systems [Fehérvári and Elmenreich, 2009], person identification using AI methods [Wei et al., 2015],
and choosing the best-fitting head-related transfer functions for a natural auditory perception in
virtual reality [Ochmann et al., 2019] all rely on the Swiss system as a solution concept.

1.3 Structure of the Paper and Our Contribution
In Section 2, we describe the Swiss system used at official chess tournaments organized by the
International Chess Federation (FIDE). Then, in Section 3 we introduce our two models to capture a
tournament. Gambit heuristics to exploit these models are then discussed in Section 4. We introduce
howwe measure the impact of gambits in Section 5 and describe our simulation settings in Section 6.
Finally, the results of our simulations are presented in Section 7.

Our key insights on the impact of gambits are:
(1) Gambits are possible even in very small tournaments (Section 2).
(2) There is an effective gambit heuristic even if match results can only be approximated (Sec-

tion 4.2).
(3) The gambit player must be able to estimate match results very accurately in order to identify

a gambit possibility (Section 7.1).
(4) Even with a successful gambit, the expected rank improvement is small. (Section 7.2).
(5) Gambits are more likely to succeed if the players’ strengths span a large range or if the

tournament is long (Section 7.3).
(6) The impact of gambits on the ranking quality of all players is low in general (Section 7.4).

All in all, our research establishes that even though the Swiss Gambit might lead to a higher rank
in tournaments, under realistic conditions it cannot be used to reliably improve a player’s rank or
to derive a a largely false final ranking.

2 THE SWISS SYSTEM IN CHESS
Players are entities participating in a Swiss-system tournament. Each player has an Elo rating,
which is a measure designed to capture her current playing strength from the outcome of her earlier
matches [Elo, 1978]. In a match two players, 𝑎 and 𝑏, play against each other. The three possible
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match results are: 𝑎 wins and 𝑏 loses, 𝑎 and 𝑏 draw, 𝑎 loses and 𝑏 wins. The winner receives 1 point,
the loser 0 points, while a draw is worth 0.5 points. A Swiss-system tournament consists of multiple
rounds, each of which is defined by a pairing: a set of disjoint pairs of players, where each pair
plays a match. At the end of the tournament, a strict ranking of the players is derived from the
match results.

Computing the Pairing in Each Round. A pairing engine calculates the pairing of players for each
round, based on the results of previous rounds. The pairing must adhere to specific rules, such as
no two players play against each other more than once in the tournament, the number of games
played with black and white pieces is balanced for each player, and opponents playing a match
should have equal or similar score.
The open-source and state-of-the-art pairing engine Dutch BBP, developed by Bierema [2017],

is endorsed by the FIDE [FIDE, 2020, C.04.A.10. Annex-3]. It implements the voluminous FIDE
pairing criteria strictly [FIDE, 2020, C.04.3 and C.04.4.2] for the so-called Dutch pairing system and
outputs the unique pairing adhering to them. In all our experiments we use Dutch BBP for pairing
the players in each round. Readers interested in the details of the Dutch pairing system can consult
Appendix A. See Figure 1 for an illustration of an example Swiss system chess tournament with its
respective pairings for each round. This example is completed by the example of a successful Swiss
Gambit depicted in Figure 2.
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Fig. 1. Example of a 3-round Swiss-system chess tournament paired with the Dutch pairing system. The
players 𝐴, 𝐵,𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐹,𝐺, 𝐻 are labeled according to their strength, with player 𝐴 being the strongest. Arcs
indicate the matches of the respective rounds. Arrows point from winner to loser while undirected arcs
indicate a draw. The initial score and the color distribution (• for black and ◦ for white) in a round are shown
in each column. The final ranking and final scores are shown on the right. All players play truthfully.

Computing the Final Ranking. The major organizing principle for the final ranking of players is
obviously the final score. Players with the same final score are sorted by tiebreakers. The FIDE
[FIDE, 2020, Chapter C.02.13] defines 14 types of tiebreakers, and the tournament organizer lists
some of them to be used at the specific tournament. If all tiebreaks fail, the tie is required to be
broken by drawing of lots. The tiebreakers we use for obtaining the final tournament ranking are
based on the current FIDE recommendation [FIDE, 2020, C.02.13.16.5].

3 OUR MODELS
We work on two models, a deterministic and a probabilistic one. In the latter more sophisticated
model, the results of the individual matches are computed via a probabilistic calculation that is
designed to be as realistic as possible. Due to the probabilistic setting, starting with the same
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Fig. 2. The tournament from Figure 1 with player 𝐷 intentionally losing her first match. This is a successful
Swiss Gambit since player 𝐷 gains one rank and one point compared to playing truthfully as in Figure 1.

set of players, the final ranking might be different in different runs. This is not possible in the
deterministic model, where match results can be reliably calculated from the players’ Elo rating
and their color assignment.

3.1 Probabilistic Model
In the probabilistic model, match results are drawn at random from a suitably chosen probability
distribution based on the players’ Elo rating and on the assigned colors for the respective matches.
In order to be able to derive the most realistic results, we use the probability distribution proposed
by Milvang [2016], which was featured in a recent news article of the FIDE commission System
of Pairings and Programs [FIDE SPP Commission, 2020]. Milvang’s probability distribution was
engineered via a Data Science approach that used real-world data from almost 4 million real chess
matches from 50 000 tournaments.
According to Milvang’s approach, the probability of a certain match outcome depends on the

Elo rating of the involved players. Draw probability increases with mean Elo rating of the players.
The probabilities also depend on colors, as the player playing with white pieces has an advantage.
See Table 1 for some example values drawn from Milvang’s distribution.

Player Elo ratings Win White Win Black Draw
1200 (w) vs 1400 (b) 26 % 57 % 17 %
2200 (w) vs 2400 (b) 14 % 55 % 31 %
2400 (w) vs 2200 (b) 63 % 11 % 26 %

Table 1. Example match outcome probabilities drawn fromMilvang’s probability distribution [Milvang, 2016].

3.2 Deterministic Model
The deterministic model is a variant of the probabilistic model: the same probabilities are calculated,
but instead of drawing match results randomly, the match ends in a draw if the probability for a
draw is at least 20%, otherwise the player with higher Elo rating wins. The threshold of 20% was
chosen so that for a strength range size of 800 the relative number of draws in the probabilistic and
deterministic model is equal.
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4 IDENTIFYING GAMBIT POSSIBILITIES
As usual in game theory, we assume that all players but one, who is called the gambit player, are
trying their best to win each game they play. Furthermore, the gambit player performs exactly one
gambit. We assume that the decision whether to perform a gambit or not, is made after all other
matches of that round are finished. In a real-world tournament, the gambit player could deliberately
prolong her match until all other matches are finished, so she can make the gambit decision based
on more information.
A course of a tournament, just called a course in the following, includes the pairings and match

results of the rounds that have already been paired/played. For a prefix course, some rounds are
still left to be paired/played, while a complete course includes the pairings and match results of
all rounds. A player’s expected final rank is the expected value of her final rank, given the prefix
course of the tournament that was already played. The expected final rank of player 𝑝 is calculated
as follows.

E (rank(𝑝, 𝑐 ′)) =
∑︁

𝑐∈𝐶 (𝑐′)
probability(𝑐) · rank(𝑝, 𝑐)

In the formula, 𝑐 ′ is a prefix course which already includes player 𝑝’s match result for the current
round, 𝐶 (𝑐 ′) is the set of all possible completed courses given the prefix course 𝑐 ′, and rank(𝑝, 𝑐) is
the rank of player 𝑝 at the end of the completed course 𝑐 . In words, the expected final rank after a
decision to gamble or not is calculated as the probability of each completed course times the final
rank of 𝑝 at the end of this completed course, summed up over all completed courses that are still
possible after the decision.

Naturally, the gambit player is required to have multiple so-called match result options to choose
from: if she would normally win a match, then she can choose to win, draw or lose the match. If
a match would normally end in a draw, we assume that the gambit player can choose between
draw and loss. The match result without gambit is called the actual match result, while other match
result options are called gambit match result options. The goal of a gambit heuristic is to select the
match result option that has the best expected final rank. If this differs from the actual match result
option, then we say that the gambit is beneficial. A prefix course is a gambit possibility for a player,
if she could improve her expected final rank by performing a Swiss Gambit in her match in the
current round according to a gambit heuristic.

4.1 Gambit Heuristic in the Deterministic Model
In the deterministic model, see Section 3.2, a gambit possibility can be identified as follows: for
each match result option, simulate the rest of the tournament once. Choose the match result option
which led to the best rank. Since the model is deterministic, the result from the simulation will
be the same as the actual final result. For each match result option, only one tournament has to
be simulated, so the computational cost is very low. This gambit heuristic is optimal, because it
always identifies the match result option with the best expected final rank correctly.

4.2 Gambit Heuristic in the Probabilistic Model
Identifying gambit possibilities in the probabilistic model, see Section 3.1, is far more difficult
compared to the deterministic model. The naïve approach would be to calculate the expected final
rank for each match result option. However, the number of possible courses grows exponentially
with the number of players and rounds, which makes it infeasible to calculate the probabilities and
ranks for all possible courses.
Instead, we sample the set of all possible courses of the given tournament by simulating the

tournament several times. Consider a player 𝑝 winning a match in round 𝑥 . In this situation 𝑝
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could intentionally lose instead of winning. We first simulate the rest of the tournament 𝑛 times
assuming that 𝑝 wins in round 𝑥 and we record 𝑝’s final rank each time. This array of final ranks is
the sample where “win” is the actual match result. Then we generate the sample where “lose” is
the gambit match result in the exact same way, except that 𝑝 now loses in round 𝑥 .
Based on these two samples, a gambit decision can be made in a variety of ways. We call these

ways gambit heuristics. One could e.g. compare the means or medians of the samples. In our
simulations, the 𝑝-value heuristic proved to be the most successful. This heuristic only suggests
to do the gambit if the final ranks in the gambit sample are significantly better than in the actual
match result sample.

Using the samples for the gambit match result option and the actual match result, we calculate a
𝑝-value usingWelch’s one-tailed 𝑡-test and reject the null hypothesis “a gambit does not improve the
expected final rank of the respective player” if 𝑝 < 0.05. Our samples do not have equal variances, so
we use Welch’s 𝑡-test [Moser and Stevens, 1992], which is an adaptation of Student’s 𝑡-test [Student,
1908] intended for two samples having possibly unequal variances. Both tests measure the mean
equality for two groups.

Further Gambit Heuristics in the Probabilistic Model. The expected final rank in the probabilistic
model can be approximated from the computed samples, e.g., by calculating the mean or the median
of the final ranks of the samples. A larger set of samples allows more precise approximation, but
it also requires more computational power. The corresponding gambit heuristic is called mean
heuristic or median heuristic, depending on the aggregation.
Another gambit heuristic is based on expected values as match results: for each match result,

simulate the rest of the tournament once and record the gambit player’s final rank. However,
instead of randomly drawing match results from a probability distribution based on the players’ Elo
rating, both players get fractional points according to their expected values, which are calculated
from their Elo rating. Assume player 𝑎 plays a match against player 𝑏, and 𝑎 is slightly stronger
than 𝑏. Then 𝑎 might have a score of 0.52 while 𝑏 might have a score of 0.48 after the match. This
gambit heuristic is called expected value heuristic and it returns the match result option which
led to the best final rank. In contrast to the previous approach, this approach requires very little
computational power, since only one tournament simulation is needed for each match result option.

We implemented and simulated both of the above described gambit heuristics for the probabilistic
model, but results were not convincing. In contrast to the 𝑝-value heuristic from Section 4.2, gambit
players actually lost ranks on average when using one of the other heuristics.

5 MEASURING THE IMPACT OF GAMBITS
To quantify the impact of gambits on a specific tournament, we consider four measures: the number
of gambit possibilities, the mean rank difference, the total rank difference, and the ranking quality.
In this section we define and illustrate these measures using the example from Figures 1 and 2.

5.1 Number of Gambit Possibilities
The number of gambit possibilities is the total number of times the employed gambit heuristic came
to the conclusion that a gambit is beneficial. Naturally, a high number of gambit possibilities means
that the system can often be gamed.

One gambit possibility is shown in Figure 2. In the deterministic model, where match results can
be predicted, the tournament in Figure 1 offers no further gambit possibility.
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5.2 Rank Difference
The rank difference of a gambit possibility is the gambit player’s final rank in the simulation with a
gambit minus her rank in the simulation without a gambit. A rank difference of -2 means that the
gambit player improves by two ranks, e.g., she finishes at rank 4 without a gambit and ends up at
rank 2 with a gambit.
A tournament’s mean rank difference is the mean of all the rank differences of all gambit pos-

sibilities. A mean rank difference of -1.4 means that in an average gambit possibility, the gambit
player will improve by 1.4 ranks. However, since the number of gambit possibilities is not taken
into account, this measure can be misleading: in a tournament with a single gambit possibility
with rank difference -10, the mean rank difference will also be -10 for the whole tournament, even
though gambits are virtually never beneficial.

As the only gambit possibility leads to the gambit player improving her rank by 1 in the example
in Figure 2, the mean rank difference is -1.

A tournament’s total rank difference is the sum of all the rank differences of all gambit possibilities.
Strongly negative values indicate that players are strongly incentivized to perform a gambit. The
total rank difference is equal to the number of gambit possibilities multiplied by the mean rank
difference, so it provides the best big-picture indicator for how much players are incentivized to
gambit in a given tournament.

As the only gambit possibility leads to the gambit player improving her rank by 1 in the example
in Figure 2, the total rank difference is -1.
The mean rank difference can be misleading at times, for example when very few gambits are

possible. However, on other classes of instances also the total rank difference can be misleading, for
example if many insignificant improvements can be made. Hence, we analyze both measures. As
we will see, the obtained insights are indeed similar, which proves that even though both metrics
can be misleading, our results are not due to those misleading instances.

5.3 RankingQuality
The ranking quality measures how similar the tournament’s final ranking is to the ground-truth
ranking, which sorts the players by their Elo rating. The most popular measure for the similarity
of two rankings is presumably the Kendall 𝜏 distance [Kendall, 1945]. It counts the number of
discordant pairs: these are pairs of elements 𝑥 and 𝑦, where 𝑥 < 𝑦 in one ranking, but 𝑦 < 𝑥 in
the other ranking. We use its normalized variant, where 𝜏 ∈ [−1, 1], and 𝜏 = 1 means that the
rankings are identical, while 𝜏 = −1 means that one ranking is the inverse of the other ranking. A
higher Kendall 𝜏 distance is better, because it indicates a larger degree of similarity between the
ground-truth and the output ranking.
A gambit possibility’s Kendall 𝜏 difference is the difference of two Kendall 𝜏 distances from the

ground-truth ranking. It is calculated by subtracting the Kendall 𝜏 distance of the final ranking
without the gambit and the ground-truth ranking from the Kendall 𝜏 distance of the final ranking
with the gambit and the ground-truth ranking. A positive Kendall 𝜏 difference means that the
ranking with gambit is closer to the ground-truth ranking than the obtained ranking without gambit.
The mean Kendall 𝜏 difference is the mean of the Kendall 𝜏 differences of all gambit possibilities. It
indicates how much the ranking quality is changed by gambits.

A mean Kendall 𝜏 difference of zero means that gambits have no effect on the ranking quality. A
positive mean Kendall 𝜏 difference means that gambits improve ranking quality, which indicates a
poor ranking quality of the tournament format in general. A negative mean Kendall 𝜏 difference
would be expected, because the gambit player misuses her actual Elo rating. However, the rank of
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the gambit player has only a small effect on ranking quality, so a strongly negative mean Kendall 𝜏
difference mostly indicates that the non-gambit players are ranked poorly due to the gambit.
The final ranking in Figure 1 contains only one discordant pair, and therefore is of normalized

Kendall 𝜏 distance 1 − 2·1
21 from the ground-truth ranking. The final ranking with the gambit,

depicted in Figure 2, contains four discordant pairs, and is of normalized Kendall 𝜏 distance of
1 − 2·4

21 from the ground-truth ranking. Therefore, the Kendall 𝜏 difference of the gambit possibility
is

(
1 − 2·4

21
)
−
(
1 − 2·1

21
)
= − 2

7 . As the tournament only admits one gambit possibility in total, it is
also the mean Kendall 𝜏 difference.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We present the details of our agent-based simulations.

6.1 Simulation Parameters
We ran our simulations with the optimal gambit heuristic described in Section 4.1 for the deter-
ministic model, and with the 𝑝-value heuristic from Section 4.2 for the probabilistic model. The
following parameters were used, unless stated otherwise:

• number of players: 32
• number of rounds: 5
• number of tournaments: 1000
• probabilistic model sample size: 200
• strength range: 1000–2600

Most non-professional tournaments take place on one day only and the pool of players is
rather diverse. The above values were chosen to be as realistic as possible for such an event,
based on parameters of more than 320 000 real-world tournaments uploaded to the website chess-
results.com.1 To draw a complete picture, we also tested our models on tournaments with more
rounds and a smaller strength range for comparison—see the plots in Section 7.

Players were sampled uniformly at random from the strength range. For each given tournament,
we first used the Dutch BBP engine to pair the players as the rules of the FIDE prescribe. The results
of each match were then calculated according to the rules of the deterministic or the probabilistic
model. The lead us to the final ranking. We remind the reader that the final ranking might be
different for different runs of the same tournament in the probabilistic model.

6.2 Computational Load
In order to identify all gambit possibilities and measure their effect, we reran the tournament
several times, always assuming that a gambit is performed in a chosen match. If the match has a
winner, then this player has three match result options: win, draw, and lose, which results in 600
tournament simulations in total. For a match that ends in a draw, 800 tournament simulations are
required, as both players can decide between draw and loss. The prefix course consists of all other
matches in the current round and all matches in previous rounds.
We forwent calculating gambit heuristics in the last two rounds, because gambits are never

beneficial in the last round and almost never in the second to last round. Therefore, a tournament
with 32 players and 5 rounds consists of a total of 32

2 · (5 − 2) = 48 matches in which the gambit
heuristic is calculated. This means that for a single complete tournament simulation with all gambit
possibilities, at least 48 · 600 = 28 800 prefix tournament simulations are needed. However, these are
not full tournament simulations, since after a gambit, only the remainder of the tournament needs
1The data was kindly provided by Heinz Herzog, author of the FIDE-endorsed tournament manager Swiss-Manager [Herzog,
2020b] and chess-results.com [Herzog, 2020a].

chess-results.com
chess-results.com
Swiss-Manager
chess-results.com
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to be simulated. In the probabilistic model, each match result option (with a prefix tournament)
was completed to a full tournament 200 times.

The choice of sample size 200 for the probabilistic model is based on initial experiments with
sample size 50 and sample size 100. For these values, we observed very similar results that are
in line with the results we present here. We chose sample size 200 since this was the maximum
computational load our compute server could handle. Given our observations with different sample
sizes, we expect that larger sample sizes yield very similar results but at an extraordinarily high
computational cost. Thus, our choice seems to be sufficient for observing what can be observed.
Hence, a complete simulation including gambit possibilities is very expensive in terms of the

required computing power, especially in the probabilistic model. This is why we only simulate 1000
tournaments with 5 rounds each.

The experiments were run on a computer server using version 20.04.1 of the Ubuntu operating
system. It is powered by 48 Intel Xeon Gold 5118 CPUs running at 2.3 GHz and 62.4 GiB of RAM.
With this server, simulating 1000 tournaments with 5 rounds each took approximately 100 seconds
in the deterministic and 250 minutes in the probabilistic model.

6.3 Presentation of the Results
We ran experiments in the deterministic and the probabilistic models. We discuss the effect of
gambits in Swiss-system chess tournaments consisting of few or many rounds, and having a narrow
or wide player strength range.

Data is presented in the form of violin plots [Hintze and Nelson, 1998] and via boxen plots, which
were invented by Heike et al. [Heike et al., 2017]. For violin plots, kernel density estimation is
used to show a smoothed probability density function of the underlying distribution. Additionally,
similar to box plots, quartiles are shown by dashed lines. Boxen plots are enhanced box plots that
show more quantiles. Unlike violin plots, they are suitable for discrete values, because all shown
values are actual observations and there is no smoothing.

7 SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we consider our four measures of gambit impact and elaborate on the obtained
simulation results.

7.1 Number of Gambit Possibilities
First we ran experiments in our standard setting, changing only the number of rounds and letting
the 32 players engage in more than 5 games each.
In the deterministic model, there are 12 gambit possibilities on average in our standard setting,

as Figure 3 shows. This number increases to 54 if there are 11 rounds. We can thus observe that
the length of the tournament is a decisive factor in the number of possible gambits. This is to be
expected, as the gambit player has more matches to capitalize on her gambit in longer tournaments.
A less significant increase in the number of gambit possibilities is shown in Figure 4. As the

strength range grows from 800 to 1600, the number of gambit possibilities also doubles. The center
Elo was set to 1800 in all three settings, e.g., strength range size 800 means the interval [1400, 2200].

The reason for this correlation is not as straightforward as in the previous case. The increase in
the number of gambit possibilities is driven by the fact that with a larger strength range size and
given that we sample the player strengths uniformly in the strength range interval, the number of
matches that result in a draw decreases. Thus, stronger players win more often which gives them
two gambit options (choosing to draw or to lose) instead of only one (choosing to lose). Also, the
lower number of draws also means that after a gambit, a strong player can earn more points and
thus gambits have a higher chance to succeed.
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Fig. 3. Number of gambit possibilities as a function of the number of rounds. Results for the deterministic
model are shown in orange, while results for the probabilistic model are shown in blue.
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Fig. 4. Number of gambit possibilities when player strengths are drawn from strength ranges of different size.
Results for the deterministic model are shown in orange, results for the probabilistic model are shown in blue.

In the probabilistic model, almost no gambit is possible, however, their sporadic occurrence
becomes somewhat more frequent if the tournament consists of many rounds (see Figure 3) or the
strength range is large (see Figure 4).

Main Take-Away: Under realistic conditions, i.e., in the probabilistic setting with
a rather small strength range size, there are very few occasions when a gambit can
improve a player’s final rank. Moreover, the gambit player must be able to estimate
match results very accurately in order to identify a gambit possibility.

7.2 Mean Rank Difference
We measured the mean rank difference achieved by the gambit player. For example, a mean rank
difference of -2 means that in an average gambit possibility, the gambit player will improve her
final rank by two places.
In the deterministic model, as the number of rounds increases, we observe that gambits have a

larger effect, but even for tournaments consisting of 11 rounds, an improvement of three places is
to be expected, as shown by Figure 5.
Moreover, the larger the strength range size is, the more is to be gained through a gambit, as

Figure 6 demonstrates. The difference is rather small: In Swiss-system chess tournaments with a
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Fig. 5. Mean rank difference for different numbers of rounds in the deterministic model.
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Fig. 6. Mean rank difference for different strength range sizes in the deterministic model.

strength range of 800 Elo points, a bit less than half of the gambits lead to an improvement of at
most two places in the final ranking, while it is a little less than a quarter of the gambits for the
strength range of 1600 Elo points.

To summarize: in the deterministic model, performing a gambit is more beneficial if the tourna-
ment is longer or the players’ strength level is very diverse.

Mean Rank Difference in the Probabilistic Model. Mean rank differences in the probabilistic model
are much closer to zero, as Figures 7 and 8 show. Note that due to the probabilistic nature of the
model, gambits that work in expectation still frequently lead to a positive rank difference. Ending up
at rank difference close to 0 on average means that our chosen heuristic performs well, considering
that the gambit player gives up a safe (half) point when performing a gambit.

Figure 7 shows that the number of rounds does not seem to influence the mean rank difference
much in the probabilistic model: the variance grows only very slightly with the number of rounds.
The strength range size slightly influences the mean rank difference, as Figure 8 demonstrates.

As the strength range size grows, the variance grows as well, suggesting that performing a gambit
is more risky for a diverse player set.
Notice that giving up points without using any heuristic would lead to a strong positive rank

difference: players would lose several ranks. The fact that the mean rank difference is approximately
zero in the probabilistic model shows the main message of this subsection, namely that the 𝑝-value
heuristic can identify gambit possibilities with reasonable accuracy. These gambits are slightly
riskier if the tournament has many rounds (Figure 7) or if the strength range is large (Figure 8).
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Fig. 7. Mean rank difference for different numbers of rounds in the probabilistic model.
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Fig. 8. Mean rank difference for different strength range sizes and 7 rounds in the probabilistic model.

Main Take-Away: If all match results can be accurately predicted, i.e., in the deter-
ministic model, gambits are slightly more beneficial the more rounds are played and
the larger the strength range of the players is. This situation drastically changes in the
probabilistic model. There, gambits detected by our 𝑝-value heuristic yield a mean rank
difference of zero in expectation, i.e., they are not profitable. Note that other natural
gambit detection heuristics fare much worse in this regard.

7.3 Total Rank Difference
The total rank difference incorporates the number of gambit possibilities and the mean rank
difference, thus it provides a general indicator for how much gambits are incentivized. A total rank
difference close to zero indicates that gambit possibilities are mostly prevented.
Figure 9 shows that in the deterministic model and standard setting the total rank difference

sharply increases with the number of rounds. For example, for 11 rounds we obtain on average a
total rank difference of 170, compared to 28 for 5 rounds. We also see in Figure 10 that the total rank
difference increases with the strength range size. Both observations are in line with our results
from Sections 7.1 and 7.2.

Total Rank Difference in the Probabilistic Model. As we have shown in Section 7.1, gambits occur
very rarely in the probabilistic model. Therefore, drawing consequences from the few data we
could collect on them is somewhat hard.
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Fig. 9. Total rank difference for different number of rounds in the deterministic model.
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Fig. 10. Total rank difference for different strength range sizes in the deterministic model.

In the probabilistic model, players can only improve their rank marginally by performing a
gambit. Figure 11 displays an unexpected correlation between the total rank difference and the
number of rounds in the probabilistic model. As the number of rounds grow, there is very slightly
less to win. The reason for this unexpected behavior might be that with an increasing number of
rounds, it becomes less likely to correctly predict the remaining tournament rounds. This then
increases the risk of losing ranks by performing a gambit, yielding a positive total rank difference.
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Fig. 11. Total rank difference for different number of rounds in the probabilistic model.

In order to compare different strength range sizes for the probabilistic model, we had to deviate
from our standard setting and set the number of rounds to 11, because for shorter tournaments,
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the strength range size did not make a noticeable difference. Figure 12 shows that for 11 rounds, a
more diverse player set leads to a somewhat larger variance in the total rank difference. The same
is shown in Figure 10, which is the corresponding plot in the deterministic model.
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Fig. 12. Total rank difference for 11 rounds and different strength range sizes in the probabilistic model.

Main Take-Away: The results regarding the total rank difference are in line with
the results regarding the mean rank difference. In the deterministic model, gambits
become slightly more beneficial with increasing number of rounds or with larger player
strength range. In the probabilistic model, gambits are not beneficial in expectation.

7.4 RankingQuality
We investigate the ranking quality difference between tournaments with and without gambits. In
each of the 1000 simulated tournaments, the value without gambit is the Kendall 𝜏 of the simulation
without gambits, while the value with gambit is the mean of the Kendall 𝜏 values of all gambit
possibility simulations.
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Fig. 13. Ranking quality with and without gambits for different strength ranges in the deterministic model.

Figures 13 and 14 show that the impact of gambits on the ranking quality is low in general in
the deterministic model. However, gambits spoil the ranking quality at some level, especially if
the strength range is large or the tournament is longer. Also, note that in our plots the results
for the variant with gambits seems stronger concentrated around the mean Kendall 𝜏 values than
the results without gambit. The reason for this is that without gambit the Kendall 𝜏 value of a
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single simulation is shown while with gambit, the mean Kendall 𝜏 values of all gambit possibility
simulations is plotted. This naturally concentrates the values around the mean.
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Fig. 14. Obtained ranking quality for different numbers of rounds in the deterministic model.

Ranking Quality in the Probabilistic Model. Figures 15 and 16 show that the impact of gambits
on ranking quality is low in general in the probabilistic model as well. Gambits spoil the ranking
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Fig. 15. Obtained ranking quality for different strength range sizes in the probabilistic model.

quality in most, but not all cases. Just as in Section 7.3, we had to deviate from our standard setting
and set the number of rounds to 11 for the Figure 15, because no noticeable difference was to be
seen for shorter tournaments.

Main Take-Away: The impact of gambits on the ranking quality is low in both the
deterministic and the probabilistic model.

8 CONCLUSION
We have shown that even though the Swiss Gambit is possible in theory, identifying the match in
which to perform it is extremely challenging and even a beneficial gambit comes with a relatively
low rank improvement.

As we are the first ones to study the Swiss Gambit from a scientific point of view, our work raises
various open questions.
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Fig. 16. Obtained ranking quality for different number of rounds in the probabilistic model after 11 rounds.

• Our simulations can be run on other types of tournaments, such as longer events for pro-
fessional players, which would require more rounds and a smaller strength range. Clearly,
gambling the Swiss-system in other sports or games could also be analyzed, if sufficient data
is available.

• We identified an effective gambit heuristic in the probabilistic model, but there might be even
smarter heuristics—possibly depending on the tournament type.

• Based on the players’ Elo scores, one might attempt to identify Swiss Gambits—or very fortu-
nate unexpectedly poor match results—performed at real tournaments; these are unexpected
losses or draws from strong players who then reached a higher rank than they would have
otherwise.

• With our tournament simulation we estimate the importance of a chosen match result. What
is the expected final rank difference of the upcoming match is lost versus if it is won?

• Our investigation can be tailored to answer questions about cheating during a match [Keener,
2022] or bribing the opponent [Winter, 2022], both being actively discussed in the chess
community, especially since computers significantly changed the way chess is played [Wong,
2022]. How much is there to win in expectation if a chosen match result is turned positive?

• Finally, a strategyproofmodification of the Swiss system that prevents Swiss Gambits would be
highly valuable. Although our results indicate that gambits might not be a problem in practice,
the online discussions and newspaper articles mentioned in the introduction demonstrate
that the sheer (theoretical) possibility of a Swiss Gambit already irks the community.
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A THE DUTCH PAIRING SYSTEM
Players are ranked by their current tournament score in each round; players with equal score are
grouped into score groups. Within each score group, the players are ranked by their Elo rank. The
goal is to pair players within their score group in each round. If a complete pairing is not possible
within a score group, then one or more players are moved to another score group with a similar
score.
In each round, a chosen pairing system allocates each player an opponent from the same or a

similar score group. Three main pairing systems are defined for chess tournaments. Table 2 shows
an example pairing for each of them.

• Dutch: Each score group is cut into an upper and a lower half. The upper half is then paired
against the lower half so that the 𝑖th ranked player in the upper half plays against the 𝑖th
ranked player in the lower half. Dutch is the de facto standard for major chess tournaments.

• Burstein: For each score group, the highest ranked unpaired player is paired against the
lowest ranked unpaired player repeatedly until all players are paired.

• Monrad: In ascending rank order each unpaired player in a score group is paired against the
next highest ranked player in that score group.

Dutch Burstein Monrad
1–5 1–8 1–2
2–6 2–7 3–4
3–7 3–6 5–6
4–8 4–5 7–8

Table 2. Example pairing for each pairing system in a score group of 8 players. Players are referenced by rank
within the score group, i.e., player 1 has the highest Elo rank.

Besides pairing players within their score group, the pairing engine also needs to keep the color
assignment balanced. The FIDE Handbook [FIDE, 2020, Chapter C.04.1] states that ‘For each player
the difference between the number of black and the number of white games shall not be greater
than 2 or less than -2.’ This criterion may only be relaxed in the last round. Also, a ban on a color
that is assigned to a player three times consecutively, and further milder criteria are phrased to
ensure a color assignment as close to an alternating white-black sequence as possible [FIDE, 2020,
Chapters C.04.3.A.6 and C.04.3.C].
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